新竹市消防教育訓練基地
HSINCHU CITY FIRE TRAINING FACILITY
History
Since the establishment of the fire station
independently by the police system on
November 7, 1998, in order to implement
disaster relief training and improve disaster
relief capabilities, the Bureau has selected
outstanding firefighters to go to the Singapore
Civil Defence Academy, the British Fire
Academy and other internationally renowned
disaster relief training units to learn from Disaster relief experience and inspection of
various professional training facilities. After returning to China, after continuous
study and study, with the full support of the Fire Department of the Ministry of the
Interior, the municipal government and local people, the nation’s first comprehensive
modern firefighter training facility-Hsinchu City Fire Education The training base was
opened on February 9, 2004.
The base has a total of 18 professional training facilities of 6 types:
(1) General training facilities: including Audio-Visual Classroom and Operation
Training Classroom.
(2) Fire rescue training facilities: Including Combustion Training Room and Life
Search Training Maze.
(3) Chemical disaster training facilities: including Chemical Disaster Rescue Training
Field and Tank Car Fire, Leak Management Training Place.
(4) Earthquake disaster training facilities: including Cave Search and Rescue Training
Field and Multi-story Earthquake Collapse Rescue Training Field.
(5) Special rescue training facilities: including Application Rescue Training Facility,
Rappelling Techniques Facility, Vertical Lowering Training Facility, Rock
Climbing Training Field, Traversing Training Facility, Training Tower and Patient
Packaging Training Facility.
(6) Virtual/Mixed reality training facilities: including MR Training Room, Hsinchu
City Disaster Prevention Training System and Interactive Disaster Prevention
Training Facility.
Base on the concept of disaster prevention resource sharing, in addition to providing
education and training for firefighters in counties and cities across the country, this
base also provides customized training courses for the training needs of large
domestic enterprises, high-tech industries, and various agencies and groups to help

improve public safety From the establishment of February 9, 2004 to December 31,
2021, 36,175 people from 616 units participated in the training. In the future, we will
continue to improve the quality of various disaster relief training and disaster
prevention education, and train various excellent disaster prevention and relief
personnel to become The best backing for domestic disaster prevention and relief
units.

Introduction to base traffic information and contact information

1. Traffic information
(1) National Highway No. 3 at the Chiayi Interchange—Hsinchu Exit (104KM down
the south; 105KM up the north). Get off the Interchange toward the city for about
50 meters, turn right on Chaiqiao Road toward "Qingcaohu" and drive for about 3
kilometers.
(2) Get on at Hsinchu Station on Sanfeng Line of Hsinchu Passenger Transport and
get off at Chaiqiao Station and walk for about 20-25 minutes. (After passing
Yanbo Hotel, turn right to Qingcao Lake and walk for about 800 meters.
2. Contact information
(1) Address: No. 9, Lane 1075, Minghu Road, East District, Hsinchu City, 300
(2) Telephone:
【1】03-5229508 ext. 453.
【2】03-5191036.
(3) Fax: 03-5278487.
(4) E-mail address: 49102@ems.hccg.gov.tw

Introduction to training facilities
1. Audio-Visual Classroom
Can accommodate 90 students for static learning courses.

2. Operation Training Classroom
Can accommodate 120 students for static learning or dynamic
operation courses.

3. Combustion Training Room
The training room can under controlled
conditions, present the actual combustion
status of the fires occurred in houses or
workshop buildings.
The internal design includes two types: the
first, to simulate the fires of household hard
equipment, including bedrooms and electrical
apparatus; the second, to simulate the fires of industrial hardware equipment,
including factory buildings, storage tanks, pipelines, and chemical substances.

4. Life Search Training Maze
The Life Search Training Maze is the first set of facility
in Taiwan which is used to simulate the situation of
different fire fields for the disaster rescuers to accept air
breather confidence training and fire field life rescue
practice. The Maze can simulate life search and rescue
under the actual pressure of fire or serious disasters.
This training system includes four major system
devices:(1) main training area, (2) preparation room, (3)
control room, and (4) damp heat adaptation room.

5. Chemical Disaster Rescue Training Field
This training field simulates the use of steel cylinders,
53-gallon plastic (iron) drums, storage tanks and
chemical pipelines used in chemical factories or

high-tech factories for rescue training.

6. Tank Car Fire,Leak Management
Training Place
Tank Car Incident is much more dangerous and also a
difficult scenario in history toxic / chemical emergency
response cases. In order to exercise the real scenario
for the tank car incident rescue process and leakage
situation, the training field is equipped with a 20-ton high-pressure tank car; manual
control flaming devices are located on the upper press release valve and side filling
point.

7. Cave Search and Rescue Training
Field
When the buildings break down and block the
passages and living space, and the victims are
locked into limited space and cannot break
away by themselves.
Such as training on moving large-sized
obstacles, training on concrete cutting, air
pressure supporting pole training, field marking and contact training, training on use
of life detector, ventilation training, limited space rescue, vertical cave rescue, air
breather confidence training, and so on.

8. Multi-story Earthquake Collapse
Rescue Training Field
There are several interlaced, collapsed floors,
specifically designed in the earthquake collapse
simulation building for trainings of supporting
the structures by using wood or pneumatic
equipment, rescuing people in the vertical or
narrow space, destroying the concrete and
searching for the missing with devices.

9. Application Rescue Training
Facility
This facility is a comprehensive training facility.
The main structure can be used for ascending,

rappelling and ramping and other rope application combined training. The rowing
pool below can be used for paddling and tunnel rescue training, and slopes can be
used for slope fall accident rescue training.

10. Rappelling Techniques Facility
The facility can simulate such occasions in
which helicopters are used to implement disaster
rescue, and different kind of rescue equipment
are used for the rescuers to descend from a high
elevation to the top of a high building or a valley,
cliff, river or sea to implement rescue activities,
or descend into a forest or a super high building
to perform fire fighting or life search and rescue.

11. Vertical Lowering Training Facility
The facility can be engaged in disaster rescue to
make simulation for the training on transporting
the rescues from a point in a building or high
place to the ground. The steel buckles on the
beam column on the top storey are tightly
connected to the fixed points on the ground by
cords or steel cables and cords, hooks, pulley
blocks, rescue shelf boards may be used to
slowly transfer the rescues to the ground for implementing first aid.

12. Rock Climbing Training Field
The training field can simulate abrupt cliff or
valley environments with different topographical
changes to bring up the disaster rescuers good
physical abilities and correct skills for
implementing safe rescue activities.
To use this training facility, the user need to have
good physical abilities, and should be familiar
with the skills of using climbing cords, knots, hooks, and rescue shelf boards.
Particularly, the user shall have mastered the necessary techniques of safety
protection.

13. Traversing Training Facility
The facility can simulate such occasions in
which rescue is provided by utilizing simple
equipments (cords, hooks, rescue shelf
boards, and line throwing guns) to erect steel
cable (cord) for traversing high buildings,
valleys and abrupt cliffs according to the
actual topographical environment when
disaster rescue vehicles or machines can not
reach the site.

14. Training Tower
Primary use and erection of cords, climbing,
and descending in various postures along
cords can be trained on the lower tower;
while comprehensive use of cords and
auxiliary equipments, high altitude
descending along cords, and high altitude life
rescue skills can be trained on the high tower.
Besides, cords or steel cables may be used to connect the two towers for performing
training on long-distance crossing or various high altitude rescue skills.

15. Patient Packaging Training Facility
This training facility simulates the safety
cage climbing ladders, high-voltage towers,
radio towers, windmills for wind power
generation, or protective stairs for
high-altitude operations set up in the factory.
People who are injured or trapped in a
confined space due to physical discomfort
are searched and rescued. Personnel use
ropes, hooks, pulley blocks, rescue racks, combined with group operation towing
system to implement rescue, self-built structures, terrain's commanding heights or on
the life-saving operation platform selected at the disaster site, pull the person to be
rescued upwards or obliquely The lowering method or the hanging lowering method,
with the assistance of ground personnel, will evacuate the person to be rescued to a
safe area.

16. MR Training Room
MR (Mixed Reality) training room is the
country’s first application of mixed reality
technology. It uses sensing and projection
devices to integrate physical images of the
surrounding environment and virtual disaster
rescue training scenarios to simulate fire
rescue, search and rescue of human lives, and
stop leakage of chemical tank trucks. 4
professional disaster relief training including chemical pipeline leakage prevention,
etc., can provide 3 students at the same time for interactive learning in the same
situation.
This facility overcomes the dizziness of VR (virtual reality). It can provide students
with long-term simulation training and simulate the hazards encountered in real
disaster scenes, including high temperature and heavy smoke in the fire field,
chemical pipelines and tank truck leakage hazards During the training, interactive
questioning situations are designed to remind students of disaster relief key points and
safety precautions. At the same time, disaster relief equipment is combined with
induction devices to create the same conditions as real disaster relief, allowing
students to receive immersive training The effect is that during the training period, the
situation can be switched at any time, and the students' ability to respond to disasters
can be improved.

17. Hsinchu City Disaster Prevention Training System
The disaster prevention and relief exercise
simulation system uses VR (virtual reality)
technology to target 3 types of key disaster
relief locations in Hsinchu City (1) High-rise
buildings above 20 floors: Ambassador Hotel
Hsinchu, (2) Narrow lanes and alleys: Guandi
Temple and Surrounding roadways, (3) large
shopping malls: FE21' Mega Far Eastern Dept.
Store Hsinchu Branch, which builds realistic scenarios of buildings and streets in
fixed proportions, and builds modules for disaster relief personnel, vehicles and
equipment in Hsinchu City in the same proportions, providing Instructors and trainees
conduct disaster relief dispatching and deployment training.
The training target of this facility focuses on disaster relief commanders and dispatch
personnel. It can provide 6 trainees for team training. With the perfect training

function of the simulation exercise system, it overcomes the dilemma of traditional
exercises that consume time, money and a lot of manpower. Conduct multiple
trainings in a short period of time, quickly establish the basic concept of disaster relief
command and enhance the team's tacit understanding of disaster relief, and enhance
the disaster response capabilities of local governments, large domestic enterprises and
high-tech manufacturers.

18. Interactive Disaster Prevention Training Facility
Interactive disaster prevention training facilities
use inductive projectors, combined with
applications and disaster prevention knowledge
quiz question banks, to provide people with
experience of home fire and earthquake disaster
prevention knowledge quizzes, which can
provide 6 people to answer questions at the
same time, and improve the public through
competition and scoring methods The effectiveness of learning disaster prevention
knowledge.

Autonomous Regulations on the Use and Management of the Fire
Education and Training Base of Hsinchu City
Public release date: May 17, 2004
The latest revision date: March 30, 2022
The latest text number: Fuxingfazi No. 1110054063
Article 1
In order to promote education and training related to disaster prevention and rescue, to
train firefighters (Volunteer firefighters) personnel in disaster rescue skills, to enhance
citizens' knowledge and technology of disaster prevention, and to enhance the
effectiveness of training bases, this autonomous regulation is formulated.
Article 2
The "base" mentioned in these regulations refers to the fire education and training
base of the Hsinchu City Fire Department (hereinafter referred to as the Fire
Department).
Article 3
The application scope of this base is as follows:
1. Regarding the education and training of fire-fighting (Volunteer firefighters)
personnel.
2. Learning experience about various fire fighting equipment.
3. Education and training on disaster prevention (rescue) skills.
4. On the organization of disaster prevention (rescue) activities.
5. The holding of lectures and seminars on disaster prevention (rescue).
6. Other work items that are consistent with the purpose of setting up the base or are
necessary.
Article 4
This base is limited to the provision of Hsinchu City Government (hereinafter referred
to as the government) agencies and schools at all levels, firefighting agencies and
schools across the country, non-governmental organizations or companies, enterprises,
institutions, etc. for educational training or other official use. However, the approval
shall not be granted in any of the following circumstances, and the approved shall be
suspended or postponed immediately, and the application agency (unit) shall not raise
objections or demand compensation:
1. Violation of national policies or laws.
2. Violating public order and good customs.

3. In case of an air attack, natural disaster or emergency accident.
4. When it is urgently needed by the superior authority or the government.
5. The facilities of this base are damaged and are not suitable for users after
inspection.
6. Those with profit-making actors.
7. The training or activity content does not match the application purpose, or the right
to use the base is transferred or loaned to others.
In the case of paragraphs 3 to 5 of the preceding paragraph, all fees paid by the
applicant agency (unit) shall be refunded in full except for the deferred user, and the
fees paid by the applicant agency (unit) shall be refunded if the application agency
(unit) fails to use it for any reason. The fee is not refundable.
Article 5
To apply for the use of this base, an application form and a list of participants should
be submitted to the fire department.
Article 6
Use the fire-fighting professional facilities of this base, and teachers are provided by
the fire department.
Article 7
You should apply for insurance yourself when using this base.
Article 8
The charges for using this base are as shown in the attached table of charges for the
use of the fire education and training base of the Hsinchu Fire Department.

Hsinchu City Fire Department Fire Education and Training Base Charge
Standard Table
item

cost

1. Clean environment, general equipment
maintenance and water and electricity expenses

NT$200 per person per day

2. Applicants for accommodation

NT$400 per person per day

(1) Combustion Traininf Room

NT$1,500 per person per day

3.Training

(2) Life Search Training Maze

NT$900 per person per day

facilities

(3) Two facilities such as
application rescue training

NT$200 per person per item per
day

(including slope overturning
training facilities and rappelling
training facilities)
(4) Cave Search and Rescue
Training Field

NT$400 per person per day

(5) Chemical disaster rescue
training ground and other five
facilities (including
high-pressure gas container
leakage prevention training
facilities, atmospheric liquid
container leakage prevention
training facilities, storage tank
pipeline valve leakage

NT$400 per person per item per
day

prevention training facilities,
barrel tank container transfer
training facilities and tanker fire
leakage training facilities
processing training facility)

Hourly fee,
instructor

(6) Rappelling Techniques
Facility

NT$200 per person per day

(7) Vertical Lowering Training
Facility

NT$200 per person per day

(8) Rock Climbing Training
Field

NT$200 per person per day

(9) Traversing Training Facility

NT$200 per person per day

(10) Training Tower

NT$200 per person per day

(11) Multi-story Earthquake
Collapse Rescue Training Field

NT$600 per person per day

instructor

NT$800 per session

Teaching Assistant

NT$400 per session
Remarks

Note 1: The government and its affiliated agencies and schools at all levels use this
base, and the fees for various training facilities are exempted.
Note 2: The cost of this standard table does not include insurance premiums.

Note 3: The daily accommodation time starts from 8 am of the day to 8 am of the
next day. However, it may be adjusted flexibly depending on the training
or activity planning schedule. If it is less than one day, it will be counted
as one day.
Note 4: The city's cross-regional support and cooperation agreements with county
and city fire departments, units that cooperate in the construction of the
training base facilities, or fire protection academic research units, the
relevant training facility fees may be signed by the government for a
reduction or exemption.

Combined training courses
Course
name

Course content and number of
courses

Fee calculation (calculated based on
20 students, unit: New Taiwan
dollars)

Fire rescue
Basic
training

1. SCBA dressing training (2
hours)
2. Turbo nozzle operation
training (1 hour)
3. Basic training on simulated

1. Environmental cleanliness, general
equipment maintenance, and water and
electricity expenses are 200 × 20
people = 4,000
2. Training facility expenses
1,500 × 20 people × 1 item = 30,000
(Combustion Training Room)
3. Hourly fees for instructors and
teaching assistants
(1) Instructor: 800 × 6 hours × 1
person × 1 step = 4,800
(2) Teaching assistant: 400 × 6 hours ×
2 people × 1 step = 4,800

fire burning (3 hours)
A total of 6 hours of training
course

Fire rescue

1. SCBA dress training (2 hours)

Preliminary
training

2. Turbo nozzle operation
training (1 hour)
3. Preliminary training on
simulated fire burning (4
hours)
A total of 7 hours of training
course

Fire rescue
Advanced
training

1. SCBA dressing training (2
hours)
2. Turbo nozzle operation
training (1 hour)
3. Advanced training on
simulated fire burning (4
hours)
A total of 7 hours of training
course

Total 43,600
1. Environmental cleanliness, general
equipment maintenance and water and
electricity expenditures 200 × 20
people = 4,000
2. Training facility expenses
1,500 × 20 people × 1 item = 30,000
(Combustion Training Room)
3. Hourly fees for instructors and
teaching assistants
(1) Instructor: 800 × 7 hours × 1
person × 1 step = 5,600
(2) Teaching assistant: 400×7 hours×2
persons×1 step=5,600
Total 45,200
1. Environmental cleanliness, general
equipment maintenance and water and
electricity expenditures 200 × 20
people = 4,000
2. Training facility expenses
1,500 × 20 people × 1 item = 30,000
(Combustion Training Room)
3. Hourly fees for instructors and
teaching assistants
(1) Instructor: 800 × 7 hours × 1
person × 1 step = 5,600
(2) Teaching assistant: 400×7 hours×2
persons×1 step=5,600
Total 45,200

Chemical
disaster
rescue
Basic

1. General knowledge on disaster
relief (2 hours)
2. Toxic, corrosive and oxidizing
gas cylinder leakage treatment

1. Environmental cleanliness, general

training

(1 hour)
3. Large tank and pipeline liquid

2. Training facility expenses

equipment maintenance and water and
electricity expenditures 200 × 20 people =
4,000

400 × 20 people × 3 items = 24,000

leakage treatment (2 hours)
4. 53 gallon iron (plastic) drum
leakage treatment (2 hours)
A total of 7 hours of training
courses

(Chemical Disaster Rescue Training Field)
3. Hourly fees for instructors and teaching
assistants
(1) Instructor: 800 × 7 hours × 1 person × 1
step = 5,600
(2) Teaching assistant: 400×7 hours×2
people×1 step=5,600
Total 39,200

Training application process:
Step 1 Please choose a combination training course or contact us by phone to
provide training needs, we will design a customized training course for you.
Step 2 After confirming the training time, course and number of trainees, the Bureau
will provide a training estimate.
Step 3 Please submit an application for training (provide a scanned PDF file).
Step 4 We will reply to relevant training information after completing the relevant
review procedures.
Step 5 After you receive the reply letter, please remit the training fee to our account
and return the training instructions and the list of students.

